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Abstract: 

In this paper I test my proposition that past social democratic economic and corporate ownership 

policies have led to a highly resilient corporate institutions reluctant to changes facing ascending 

shareholder ideology. Social democratic parties had an active economic policy that favored 

corporate elites and big businesses. The overall goal was to enhance growth and keep the labour 

force. Because of the corporate resiliency, coordination problems evolved in areas such as grand 

corporate strategies which is inevitably linked to compensation of their top executive pay. While 

high coordination have been successful in enhancing dialogue between labour and capital in 

welfare issues and non-market based employee wage contracts, it has failed to enhance 

cooperation on issues around economic and financial company strategies. This is quite contrary 

to established theories of the politics of corporate governance where Cioffi and Höpner (2006), 

Cioffi (2010) claim that center-left pushed for a corporate governance reform to challenge the 

corporate oligarchs. It is also inconsistent with Culpepper (2011, 2013) who argues that because 

voters do not care about corporate politics there are strong lobbying activity of business in 

corporate governance issues. Further, it also contradicts Roe’s (2003) argument that is based on 

an adversarial relationship between capital and labour under social democracy. In this paper I 

challenge this view and claim that it is rather supply side forces, henceforth, the active economic 

and corporate policies of the social democrats that wanted to protect their big businesses to keep 

employment and enhance growth. There are some evidence that support this, for instance the 

growing occurrences of corporate governance codes and the political agencies to monitor, but the 

new codes makes sure to keep autonomy of the companies as well as accepting more foreign and 

institutional ownership with little or no control, and finally there are poor innovative regulation 

of top executive compensation other than meager demands of more transparency, despite pay 

scandals in the IT and the finance sector. Regulation of cash based compensations, the 

                                                           
1 The paper is part of my doctoral project titled “The Political Economy of Top Executive Compensation and the Politics of Corporate 

Governance” 
2 PhD Candidate Political Science with a specialization in Comparative Political Economy.  
Email: angeles_renira-corinne@phd.ceu.edu 
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uncontroversial part of the top executive pay contract, is mostly regulated, and strongest in 

liberal market economies such as the US and the UK. I further test this arguments with statistical 

analysis using top executive compensation data across 13 developed economies during 1999-

2009. The preliminary multilevel regression results show support of the arguments above. 

Preliminary findings show that both left government partisanship and progressive taxation have a 

weak negative effect on salary and bonus ratio (relation to equity based pay). Trade union 

density and centralized wage bargaining have a positive effect on the cash ratio to total 

compensation. But the coefficient is only significant for trade union density. The interaction 

effect between trade unions and two tier board system shows a strong (-30 %) negative 

significant effect on the cash ratio. This suggests that the high coordination and social 

democratic legacy in Belgium and the Nordic countries, with an exception of Finland explains 

quite weakly the lower levels of top executive compensation, controlling for firm size, corporate 

governance characteristics and top manager characteristics and position. However, the 

interaction effect suggest that moderation effect of high coordination is contingent on firm level 

employee representation. The findings thus suggest that social democracies’ high emphasis on 

the big businesses have led to a corporate institutional lock-in followed by coordination 

problems in company financials and investment strategies (compensation of top managers). This 

has led to a skewed wealth distribution of corporate resources towards the rich in high 

coordinated market economies such as Germany and Finland.  

 

Key words: top executive compensation, varieties of capitalism, comparative political economy 
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1.0 Introduction 

What explains variations of top executive compensations across developed economies? Top 

executive compensation varies in levels, compositions3 and regulation across developed 

countries. It is widely accepted that we have to go beyond the explanations such as globalization 

and innovation in technology to explain why compensations increases in come capitalist 

economies, while it decrease or keeps high stability in others. Stable oligopolies in growth 

enhancing sectors such as oil and finance was highly self-governing, and when it came to 

redistribution of wealth, such markets were all “winner-take-all” markets. These hypotheses of 

wealth distributive forces are now challenged by those who claim that agency as well as 

institutions matter. When it comes to wealth distribution of top managers, there are evidence that 

the increase of US executive compensation are not only a result of skill-biased technological 

forces but agency problems (Bebchuk and Fried, 2003; Frydman and Saks, 2008), institutions 

(Guy. 2005; Piketty 2014, p. 298) or a combination (Skott and Guy, 2013).  

In this paper I will elaborate why social democracies have not fully taken leverage in their 

coordination institutions that flourished in the Golden Era of corporatism. The sudden exposure 

of shareholder capitalism via supranational demands of new corporate governance codes have 

revealed a path dependency of corporate institutions rather than change as equilibrium outcome. 

I argue that this is not only because of a powerful and closely knitted conservative elites with 

lobbying capacity and conservative political elites that in turn favored them. It is because of a 

strong and active economic and corporate policy of the social democratic parties during the post 

war era. This in turn, had huge implications for coordination capabilities regarding company 

investments which is inevitably linked to compensation of the top managers. 

Facing an era with a growing focus on shareholder based corporate governance (Lazonick and 

O’Sullivan, 2000) firms are forced to reconfigure corporate governance practices and thus 

potentially face a critical juncture for the institutional architecture. Shareholder governance 

imposes, for some countries, radical, for others incremental change on the everyday operations of 

the company which have large consequences for workers and the labour market institutions 

                                                           
3 See Figure 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b in Appendix 
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(Barker and Rueda, 2007) including employees at the top such as managers facing stronger 

pressure for taking higher risks4. CEOs have been reoriented from company building to share 

price maximization by changing how they are compensated (Ciepley, 2013)5. Assets of short 

term institutional investors have increased since the 1990s (Gonnard et al., 2008), owning almost 

70 % of the US corporate stock (Ciepley, 2013). Consequentially, institutional investors have 

emerged as key capital market actors (Coleman, 1994; Goyer and Hancke, 2011), for instance 

they have more frequently appeared in board rooms (Kuhrana 2008). In some countries, this 

gives them more power than employees who have been in the company for several years. 

Alongside a growing power of institutional investors, concerns about a growing power of 

managers has also appeared (Bebchuck and Fried, 2003). The increasing takeovers that followed 

(Culpepper, 2011) this new ideology made German organized labour aware of the shift of power 

and income from employees to shareholders (Cioffi, 2010, p. 162). 

Increased shareholder governance involves among others increased use of stock options (Beyer 

and Höpner, 2003). The latter involves profound changes in pay practices for most stock listed 

European companies where top executive managers have traditionally been paid with non-equity 

based compensation such as salary and bonuses contrary to the traditional equity based pay of 

Anglo-American top managers. Percentage of stock option increased from 0 % in 1984 to 66 % 

in 2001 (Stout, 2012). It seems like increases in both values of institutional and foreign assets 

correlates to higher levels of top executive compensation, but this relationship varies across the 

developed market economies6. Culpepper (2011) has shown that top executive is becoming high 

political salient. Further he reports that countries varies on the implementation of regulation of 

top executive pay7. Even though there are sufficient representation at company level8 top 

executive compensations which often belongs to complex corporate financials are most of the 

time confidential and not exposed to the supervisory board or work councils (Vitols, 2008; 

                                                           
4 radical changes in order to increase short term profits 
5 The shareholder ideology is not about responsibility, but rather incentivizing of risk taking, and  the sacrifice of long term growth for immediate 

share price increases (Ciepley, 2013, p. 148)  
6 See Figure 2 and Figure 3 in General Appendix 
7 Governments implement transparency requirements, checks and balances such as “Say on Pay”, and more direct regulation such as caps on 

bonuses.  Disclosure has been a common element in the Company Law than for example “Say on Pay” and direct regulation in which the latter 

has increased (Culpepper 2011). Disclosure of pay has also a stronger tradition in the Sarbanes Oxley Act and also the Cadbury, than Company 

Law in other continental European countries 
8 through legally bounded board representation, co-determination and work councils 
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Goyer and Hancke, 2011)9. If such rare occasions occur, compensation contracts are too 

technocratic and complex to understand for non-technocrats. There are many proposed political 

economy determinants of the increased top 1 per cent and the top executive compensation. 

According to the standard political economic reasoning, the ascending conservative governance, 

decline of trade union density, decentralization of centralized wage bargaining, decline of 

progressive taxation and the deregulation of finance have had a significant impact on industrial 

relations (Beyer and Hassel, 2002; Hassel, 2002; Hassel, 2013) and firm level employee 

representation (Vitols, 2001; 2008), increased lobbying capacity of business on “low salience 

politics” (Culpepper, 2011), left-centrist parties who demanded reforms to contest the European 

family oligarchs (Cioffi and Höpner, 2006; Cioffi 2010) and an increasing prevalence of not only 

foreign and institutional ownership (Lazonick and O’Sullivan, 2000) itself, but an increasing 

control and occurrences in board rooms of the big corporations that have contributed eminently 

in both national employment and economic prosperity. In similar lines, Kelly and Volscho 

(2012) argue that the rise of conservative governments and decline in union density have 

allocated wealth towards the super-rich managers. As I will elaborate in section 2.0 I argue quite 

contrary to existing theories, that the variation of the top executive compensation is explained by 

the historical left party political strategies on corporate ownership which has very much shaped 

its future pathways and resistant to reform. Because of this resiliency, coordination institutions 

during the golden era of corporatism and neo corporatism failed to incorporate dialogue between 

labour and capital in grand long term investment strategies and company building which is 

inevitably linked to compensation of top executive pay. The left favored family oligarchs which 

was an active economic policy strategy of the social democrats in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. 

This have had a profound effect on wealth distribution from corporate economic profits towards 

the superrich in some social democratic countries. To test these propositions, I use multi-level 

regressions across 13 OECD countries during 1999-2009 on various pay components as well as 

how the effect relates to changes on other components of top executive compensation. The 

preliminary findings show some support to my arguments, and it also offers an explanation for 

the relatively higher pay in Germany, Finland and France. The paper will go through relevant 

literature and my arguments under section 2.0. Section 3.0 will elaborate empirical strategy, data 

                                                           
9 As most capitalist economies, observed by Hollingsworth, Streeck and Schmitter (1994), associations like trade unions have a substantial impact 

on the economic governance. They are also found to be involved in firm level welfare issues as well as investment matters. It seems like unions 
have been far more involved in welfare issues that matters their well-being rather than complex investment decision. 
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sources and measurement of variables. Section 4.0 will provide descriptive statistics and 

correlations before going through preliminary regression results, discussion and concluding 

remarks. 

 

2.0 Beyond shareholder ideology as critical juncture – path dependent politics of corporate 

governance and top executive compensation? How historical party political strategy of 

corporate policies created wealth concentration and coordination problems in 

contemporary capitalism 

 

2.1 Social democracies and corporate ownership 

“Social firms without owners” 

Ernst Wigforss (1980), Swedish Social Democratic Finance Minister from 1932-1949 

 

“[…] firms without capitalists […]” 

Peter Högfeldt (2005, p. 540) 

 

Historically, corporate ownership structure has varied substantially across capitalistic market 

systems. Regardless of ownership structure, both features created high growth (Morck and 

Steier, 2005). What was mostly common across the advanced economies during the post war era 

was a concentrated ownership with either state, families or banks as majority owners. Revealing 

this, the Anglo-American model with dispersed ownership was more an outlier. Despite its 

extreme nature, this market liberal based financial model was also seen as the prototype model 

which was perceived to deliver long term growth and economic prosperity. This model was also 

the cheapest way to increase transparency and monitoring.  For instance, American and British 

capital markets and regulators try to shift monitoring cost away from investors by mandating that 

firms disclose detailed financial reports, insider share holdings, management pay and any 

conflict of interests (Morck and Steier 2005, p. 3).  

After the break down of the Bretton Woods system more variable exchange rates and high 

inflation in the 1970s contributed to the growth of international finance. Banks became unwilling 
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to offer medium and long term loans. Corporations began to raise longer-term capital more 

frequently at the securities market. The international marketplace offered better terms than 

domestic markets, attracting the issues of bigger firms as well as interests of large institutional 

investors (Coleman, 1994, p. 247). And also with support of empirical evidence of greater profit 

enhancement, the idea of equity financing of corporations soon became a solid benchmark for 

long term economic prosperity. While the internationalization of finance started in the liberal 

market economies during the 1960s, Continental European countries was dominated by large 

corporations with banks, government or families as majority owners. The promising idea of 

equity financing that was increasingly emerging in the global economy was a complete mismatch 

to many European market economies governed by left parties who believed that internal and 

stable cash flow and minimal risk taking was the way to stable and long term economic growth. 

Facing economic challenges in the 1980s, how did they cope with the increasing pressure in 

opening the markets? 

It is highly perceived that left parties are rather passive when it comes to corporate policies 

because of historically rare trade union turmoil on Company Laws (Clift, Gamble and Harris, 

2000; Culpepper, 2011; Callaghan, 2013). Further the prototype view of social democratic 

parties is their focus on egalitarianism and their workers as constituencies, in particular their 

adversarial relation to capital. This is correctly emphasized, however, their egalitarian value was 

not always contradicting their corporate and economic policy (Högfeldt, 2005; Crouch, 2013).  I 

argue in this paper, that this is particularly true in the context of compensating top managers 

which is inevitably linked to growth enhancing investment strategies. In contrast to Cioffi and 

Höpner (2006) and Cioffi (2010), I argue further that left parties during the post war era had an 

active corporate policy. Center-left parties did not have an egalitarian policy that was 

contradictory to their corporate and economic policy, nor is it the fact that left parties did not 

care about corporate policies because there were few trade union uproars on corporate policies. 

Culpepper (2011) argues that a result of inactive corporate policies of the left as he claims, there 

were substantial leeway for the corporate elite to lobby for policies in their favor. This is one of 

the core arguments of Culpepper (2011). Center left parties had an active corporate policy that 

aimed to keep their workers in the employment force. Instead of not being cost aware, like many 

law and economics scholars would argue, left parties saw external finance and control as growth 

hampering compared to an internal cash flow model. The increasing monitor costs and 
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enforcement of the firm’s responsibility to report all cash flow as well as control by a distant 

owner were all costs of external finance that social democracies saw as hurdle to both profits and 

employment. The cost of external finance led social democracies in Continental Europe to 

oppose shareholder reforms and open up for external financing. Their concern was particularly 

the sole profit maximizing strategies rather than the long term company building. As a result, 

social democracies was strategic in avoiding equity issues and large public offerings (IPO) for 

their firms. Further, market liberals have always been concern about the responsibility gap 

between share ownership and control (Ciepley, 2013, p. 147). My argument elaborated above is 

perhaps what differs from the law and economists scholars who claim that left parties were non-

strategic, unaware of accumulating costs of the large corporations. Instead, I argue that they were 

strategic and that this policy did not come as contradicting policies to egalitarian values. In some 

cases, in contrast to what Roe (2003) would argue, firms in social democracies will not always 

oppose capital. In some cases they will support their corporations as means to promote 

employment, egalitarianism and social policies. In particular, heavy tax financed welfare states 

also used profits from their big businesses to promote social policies (Högfeldt, 2005). Further, 

in contrast to Cioffi and Höpner (2006) and Cioffi (2010), I argue that workers are more in line 

with owners rather than shareholders. Workers and owners have different interests, and despite 

of an increasingly dispersed ownership structure or an “Anglo-Americanization” of firms in 

many Continental European countries as well as an increase in private pension supply it is hard 

to think of a worker and shareholder coalition that center-left parties would support. When it 

comes to top executive compensation, workers and shareholders will have contradicting interest. 

What drives workers and investors for reforms are not the same. More transparency from 

shareholders does not translate into more solidarity pay practices demanded from workers. 

Shareholders want to align the pay to performance which means that during declines of the value 

of stocks, top executives should also have less compensation than the peaks of the market 

volatility. However, they still want to incentivize the top managers to take high risk strategies to 

even increase the peaks more than the previous quarter. The alignment of pay is not equivalent to 

solidarity of pay because peak performances of stocks might be a result of overvaluation. Which 

is mostly the case for value of stocks. Even many financial economists have expressed their 

concern on why the top executives’ compensation contract should ride the bull market. In 

contrast, the solidarity demand from workers means a more stable value of the equity based pay, 
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and also in many instances no equity based pay at all. The workers do not want the high risk 

behavior of managers because of potential loss of their work place. They feel “commodified” by 

strong shareholder orientation and want the company to focus on long term firm building. They 

are first of all interested in keeping their jobs, increasingly more than their income. This is 

because coordination and centralization of wage negotiation have been successful since the 

golden era of corporatism started, to overstate it, they might have become complacent to the 

wage deals. According to Hassel (2006), workers now are more and more accepting a security of 

their jobs on the costs of more wage increases. There are several evidence for my arguments 

elaborated above. Despite the outbreak of national corporate governance codes post-EU 2003 

shareholder act and the emphasis on more transparency of pay, there are few radical innovation 

in national regulation of top executive compensation besides from liberal market economies 

where cash based pay regulations are implemented for the first time. Further, most countries, 

especially the Nordics have emphasized a “comply or explain” practice rather than full 

implementation of shareholder acts. Thus, when it comes to corporate governance the market 

economies in Continental Europe did not want to radically shift their corporate institutions with a 

pro-shareholder reform as argued by Cioffi and Höpner (2006). Because of the economic push 

factors, the center-left parties wanted a recalibration of the corporate institution with a small and 

incremental drift complying with the international norm of more transparency, but not a 

complete abrupt change. For instance, despite increasingly appearance of foreign owners in 

Sweden, the post war practice of separation of ownership is highly institutionalized and difficult 

to change. In Germany, despite more activities of corporate takeovers, supervisory boards still 

remains strong. Despite an international awareness of a pro-shareholder oriented corporate 

governance, Continental European market economies it does not mean a complete slide into 

liberal market economies. Although many market economies are more aware of transparency on 

top executive compensation than during the post-war era the regulation of top executive pay in 

many historically left governed Continental European countries have been careful in innovating 

new regulation of top executive pay because of their historical rooted strategy in scaffolding their 

big businesses and emphasis on investment. With no external financing in the post war era, there 

were also no equity based compensation and therefore all compensation was past company 

performance (account) based. In contrast to what most researchers regard as the endogenous 
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factor to variation of pay I argue that the coordination mechanisms10, left politics11 and left 

government partisanship are not strong facilitators on moderation of top executive compensation 

across Continental Europe. I argue further that the path dependency in corporate institutions, 

caused by a left party corporate policy have contributed to what I call a coordination problem in 

company investment strategies and top executive compensation. The coordination problems are 

due to historically social democracies’ economic policies that favored an “unequal” control of 

business through a strong concentrated family ownership structure (pyramid, dual class share)12 

or substantial government share13. And that this economic policy14 made the corporate sector and 

policies strongly path dependent during the end of the 1990s – 2000s facing strong international 

pressure for more shareholder oriented corporate governance. An evidence of this are the heavy 

reliance on self-regulation and autonomy of business institutions in social democracies and the 

reluctant to change despite an increasing number of national and international corporate 

governance codes15. Despite the growth of the political bodies that aimed to monitor corporate 

governance (impressively documented by Cioffi, 2010) and the scandals of top executive pay in 

the IT and financial sector few innovative steps in capping the compensation of top managers 

was made. In liberal market economies institutional and foreign investors substantial control via 

“say on pay” on top executive compensation. The conservatives, especially the new investor 

coalition pushed for this. In the new corporate governance codes that emerged in the beginning 

of the 2000s there is much emphasis on transparency of top executive pay but there are no direct 

regulation on capping top executive compensation. At a more national level, progressive taxation 

declined since the 1980s (Piketty and Saez, 2006), and capital gains tax have remained the same 

levels since the 1980s. Only in liberal market economies such as the US and the UK, salaries and 

                                                           
10 Centralization of wage bargaining, trade union density 
11 Progressive taxation 
12 Sweden (Högfeldt, 2005) 
13 Social democracies opposed substantial privatization reforms in the 1980s (Boix, 1997) 
14 The Separation of Ownership and Control in Social Democracies is already forwarded by Mark Roe (2003). I am however not assessing 

whether or not social democracies or the conservatives are strongest linked to types of ownership control but rather the wealth distribution of 
firms in social democratic countries and the varieties of social democratic preferences and strategy in trying to separate control from ascending 

foreign and institutional investors. 
15 Australian Corporate Governance Principles and Recommendation, Belgian Merged Code, Recommendation form the Federation of Belgian 
Companies, Belgian Directors Charter, Danish Guidelines on Good Management of a listed Company, Recommendations for Good Corporate 

Governance in Denmark (the Nørby Report), Finnish Corporate Governance Code for Public Limited Companies, Finnish Ministry of Trade and 

Industry Guidelines, French Vienot 1 and 2, Recommendations on French Corporate Governance, Promoting Better Corporate Governance in 
Listed French Companies, The Corporate Governance of Listed French Corporations, German Code of Corporate Governance, Corporate 

Governance Rules for Quoted German Comp., Baums Commission Report (Germany), German Corporate Governance Code, Preda Report 

(Italian), Italian Corporate Governance Codes, The Dutch Corporate Governance Code, The Norwegian Code of Practice, Swedish Corporate 
Governance Policy, The NBK Rules (Swedish), Swiss code of best practice for corporate governance, Richtlinien (Swiss), Cadbury (UK), 

Greenbury Report (UK), Hampel Report (UK), Hermes Statement on International Voting Principles (UK), Codes of Good Practice (UK), 

Combined Code on Corporate Governance (UK), Sarbanes-Oxley Act (US). All codes from 1990-2014. (Source: “Corporate Governance Codes” 
European Corporate Governance Institute) 
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bonuses are directly regulated with a salary ceiling of 1 Mn US$ (US) and a “say on pay” on 

bankers’ bonuses in the UK. The investor coalition as well as rule of conservative governments 

pushed this forward. In 2013, there was a referendum in capping bonuses among Swiss bankers 

which was eventually voted down. No similar effort is done in other smaller and larger 

economies in Europe. The increasing dispersion of ownership in some of the European market 

economies16 (with varying degrees) is not a result of social democracies pushing forward more 

foreign individual and institutional investors to counterbalance the concentrated power of the 

family oligarchs in Europe. The development of finance and the following increased attention 

towards corporate governance was seen as a threat to the economic structure of the national 

business institutions, by the left. They accepted corporate governance codes and soft regulation 

such as transparency, but not a direct cap on executive pay, or increased control of foreign and 

institutional owners despite their stakes on the companies. 

Thus, the same “coordination devices” with origins from the Golden Era of corporatism and also 

with success in creating a dialogue between capital and labour in working conditions, firm level 

welfare issues and a non-market based wage contract of workers have not succeeded in 

facilitating a dialogue between labour and capital on the interests in top executive compensation 

and investment strategies which are inevitably closely interconnected. They did not leverage in 

these new coordination devices. Social democratic governments pushed forward for this 

separation. While it is true that employees are highly represented in companies in coordinated 

market economies (Höpt and Leyens, 2004), employees are always the minority (Fahlbeck, 

2002). Common agreements between employer and trade unions established before the wars 

created this path dependency.  

Social democratic economic strategies made a halt on foreign ownership in businesses for the 

following reasons; they did not want foreign intervention on the strong representation of labour 

                                                           
16 Gonnard et al., (2008) document increased foreign and institutional ownership in large economies as well as small economies in Europe. The 

pace however varies dependent on corporate governance. Foreign ownership developed much faster in France than their neighboring country 
Germany because of the substantial co-determination structure in German firms (Goyer 2011).  The 1982 Development Agreement can be said to 

typify long held union attitudes in all Nordic countries toward business efficiency and technological change. Union have been concerned with 

these matters ever since they were formed. They have consistently accepted the necessity of both. However, they have demanded to be involved 
in decisions concerning the effects of business efficiency and technological change. Basic Agreements and in Finland and Sweden – legislation 

ensure this. However, as part of employer prerogatives the final decision on these matters rests with management. This is true also in Norway. A 

body composed of representatives of management and employees is authorized to make final decisions in these respects but the employee side is 
always in a minority position (Fahlbeck, 2002) 
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union and employees in firms17, and they also did not want to lose control on their businesses 

they build and where they had their reliance on national prosperity. Social democrats allowed 

bank ownership of equity, supported control structures that separate votes from capital, restricted 

foreign ownership, and gave retained earnings and borrowing a tax advantage over equity 

(Högfeldt, 2005). With increasing deregulation of international finance, I argue contrary to Cioffi 

and Höpner (2006), and Cioffi (2010), social democratic parties were actively laying off 

increased foreign ownerships18. This was not a pathway without battles. The conservative bias in 

relieving government debts encouraged more privatized pensions. New coalitions emerged 

between employees19 and investors (Gourevitch and Shinn, 2005), an evolving academic 

discourse that put forward robust evidence between growth and financial deregulation20, as well 

as a gloomy narrative of business institutions in the 1980s. The new investor coalition however 

were too diffuse for the center-left parties to support. Conservatives in the liberal market 

economies encouraged new shareholder reforms in the 1980s and there was an increased 

acceptance of more openness in the financial sector. In the family and welfare capitalist 

economies during the 1990s, high government debt motivated social democratic parties to open 

up for more external finance. They required however certain contingencies because of the fear of 

entirely losing control of their big businesses. In some instances, they allowed for foreign 

ownership but not control. Aforementioned led to increased national debates on implementing 

the corporate governance codes that was already highly debated in the liberal market economies. 

This was an active economic strategy from the left and did not necessarily mean that they 

opposed (capital) the small family elites who controlled the big businesses in their economies, 

contrary to what Cioffi and Höpner (2006) argue. As more transparency and other voting 

mechanisms was present on the corporate agenda across Europe in the end of the 1990s – 

national governments still highly relied on the importance of self-autonomy and soft 

implementation (Andersen, 2009).  

                                                           
17 In corporatist societies big businesses coexisted and cooperated with labour unions, strong employee protection and representation in boards 

(Pagano and Volpin 2001). In the Nordic countries social democrats implemented early economic democracy where economic decisions within 
firms are not based on strict private rationality but reflect the wider social interest of the firm’s stakeholders and society at large. They did not 

envision direct nationalization of industries but a stakeholder form of socialism that was more efficient than pure capitalism because it contained. 

In this sense, Högfeldt (2005, p. 539) argues, that egalitarianism and economic efficiency in their ideology were not necessarily mutually 
exclusive. 
18 This has been a persistent social democratic policy since 1932 (Högfeldt, 2005) 
19 Their own constituency 
20 Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998), Rajan and Zingales (1998) 
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Because of the strong growth emphasis and the active corporate policies of social democracies 

during the 1980s, the corporate institutions since the post-war and its pathways into the 

shareholder capitalism era has been extremely resilient. The European Union shareholder act in 

2003 which was first of all a conservative bias did not forge radical changes of the corporate 

sectors across advanced economies. This created a separation in the so called coordination 

mechanisms. Centralization of wage bargaining and high density of trade unions have been 

successful in pushing forward dialogues and compromises between labour and capital on 

employee welfare and non-market based employee incomes.  

 

The left’s goals has never been social justice rather than economic growth, but they put a huge 

emphasis on both because in order to keep their labour force, they have to make their companies 

economically strong. Roe (2003) put a more adversarial relationship between labour and capital 

than what my arguments are implying.  Rather than being passive and adversarial, they intended 

to give family firms and government owner firms as much autonomy as possible. This was part 

of a company building strategy that promised more employment. How social democrats have 

intervened in the control of the corporations can be seen in parallel to the corporate ownership 

structure in the very first joint stock company East India Company during the 17th century. 

During the East India Company era, market control was almost non-existent. State privileges 

guaranteed a monopolistic position, and there is no evidence that the term “hostile takeover” had 

any meaning outside of battles at sea. The strategy of the left during the 1970s and 1980s, as we 

will see had a profound impact on wealth distribution during the 1990s and 2000s. 

In comparative political economy, there is a great deal of emphasis on how external shocks can 

re-shape institutional context (Gourevitch, 1986). In this study, my starting point is the 

increasing prevalence of the shareholder ideology since the end of the 1980s in the US and mid-

1990s in Europe. While the recent ascendance of the shareholder ideology is highly emphasized 

as an institutional breakdown towards more market driven industrial relations (Barker and 

Rueda, 2003; Vitols, 2001; Beyer and Höpner, 2003; O’Sullivan and Lazonick, 2001) I propose 

additionally that shareholder orientation of national and supranational economic governance is 

influenced by past party political strategy on the corporate institutional structure. Industrial 

relations such as centralized wage bargaining, trade union density and policies such as 
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progressive taxation are crucial factors that explains varieties of the top executive compensation, 

however, in a different way than conventional wisdom on such “coordination devices”. I do not 

emphasize what degrees shareholder orientation have broken existing “institutional equilibrium”. 

I rather explain how pre-shareholder institutional structure shaped party political strategy and the 

coordinating mechanisms during the end of 1990s and 2000s, exactly when the shareholder 

orientation was embraced. The social democratic mixed party politics that involved 

egalitarianism, economic democracy and protection of large corporations is endogenous to a path 

dependency of the modern corporate institutions in Continental European countries. The diffused 

and mixed policies created coordination problems. The left were not anti-capital, as many would 

argue, they were rather anti foreign capital. With Ernst Wigforss quote; social firms without 

controlling owners, the social democratic finance minister meant; without controlling foreign 

owners. 

Institutions affect corporate governance practices and corporate governance practices have an 

impact on how capitalist societies react to external pressures21 (Hall and Soskice, 2001). 

Additionally, I think an important element in determining why we see these varieties of top 

executive pay is rooted on the corporate institutional resilience. This resilience as I explained in 

the section above, is determined by the party political strategy during post war era. Social 

democracies’ active economic policies provided strong autonomy to the concentrated corporate 

elites, and this continued well into the 1990s and 2000s. Because of the heavy emphasis on 

growth, investment strategies has always been high on the agenda (Crouch, 2013). Crouch 

(2013) distinguish between the increasingly assertive social democracies, its acceptance of a 

market economy and the need for firms to be competitive. Assertive social democracy has to 

relieve firms of at least part of the costs of maintaining a secure and confident work force. He 

particularly refers to the Nordic countries as assertive social democracies. Part of the investment 

strategy is to compensate top managers for risk exposure, and that is why we today see 

incremental innovative regulation on directly capping top executive compensation. Hence, it is 

not because of a sudden exposure to shareholder ideology, but a path dependency as an entailed 

equilibrium that originates from the post war era of the left who in some instances favored status 

quo that benefitted wealthy families and the idea that this creates economic prosperity. This 

                                                           
21 Deregulation of international finance 
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followed throughout and well into the shareholder capitalism era in many highly coordinated 

market economies with social democratic rule since the 1990s22.  

Comparative political economists researching on formal institutions emphasize how “external 

shocks” change the institutional context incrementally (Thelen, 1999; Hall and Thelen, 2009; 

Mahoney and Thelen, 2010) rather than abruptly. Comparative political economists researching 

on comparative corporate governance correctly stresses the negative impact of the shareholder 

ideology on industrial relations (Barker and Rueda, 2003; Vitols, 2001; Beyer and Höpner, 2003, 

Beyer and Hassel, O’Sullivan and Lazonick, 2001). In this paper, I argue that the historical party 

political involvement in the pattern of national corporate ownership structure have been decisive 

on how current governments have decided to react to the increased shareholder ideology. 

Historical corporate governance researchers stress the importance of the corporate oligarch rule 

in Europe and how there was for a long time period acquiescence of the rule of the wealthy 

families / founders of the companies (Morck and Steier, 2005). They stress that this rule of 

wealthy families have tended to keep status quo and, perhaps most provocatively, it is not a 

conservative bias. As Högfeldt (2005) argues, the social democratic rule in egalitarian Sweden 

pushed for this stability and thus became, with his own words “de facto guarantors” of 

oligarch/family capitalism. This long standing and uncontested power holding led voting 

regulations that favored the wealthy families. Morck and Steier would call these “oligarch 

devices”, similar to what Clift et al. call “the autocracy of directorate” (Clift et al. 2000, p. 56). 

This also happened elsewhere in the larger economies in Europe, and the consequences led to a 

persistent status quo on the corporate sector and corporate governance institutions. In this paper I 

show that these path dependent institutions had an impact on the wealth distribution of the firms 

in some countries. Corporate ownership and control and corporate governance was politically 

embedded, but unlike what we would think of the left parties and because of their historically 

non-adversarial relation to capital, they favored status quo because of a belief and idea on how 

big businesses could enhance growth, and their strong aspiration for keeping their labour force 

This was not a passive role or incompetency of social democrats, it was an active economic and 

corporate policy. The internationalization of finance divided the conservatives into the old 

conservatives that favored a closed financial market (contrary to the left who was also anti-

                                                           
22 Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Germany, France 
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shareholder capitalism, but also took care of their workers), and the new conservatives who 

demanded more deregulation of finance and more control and monitoring of the old 

conservatives. 

The path dependency became the entailed equilibrium when these corporate institutions was 

exposed to the new EU corporate governance codes in 2003. In the wake of an increased 

emphasis on shareholder orientation, there are coordination problems in company financials and 

compensation of top executive pay. I will argue that this is most prevalent in the equity based 

pay component. As the traditional industrial relations23 declined, the high resilient corporate 

institutions received less challenges. Complementarities remained weak between coordination 

mechanisms and firm level investment strategies. Despite recent neoliberal shifts across wide 

areas of policy their social democratic legacy has given them low levels of inequality a high level 

of public expenditure, redistributive taxation and a prominent role for government that has not 

been fundamentally challenged. High centralized wage bargaining, high density of trade unions 

and progressive taxations have contributed to this but the same coordinating institutions have not 

facilitated dialogues and cooperation between labour and capital when it comes to non-soft 

company matters such as corporate finance and decisive investment strategies which is eminently 

linked to compensation practices of top executives. 

Later, as the golden era of corporatism evolved, engaging labour in firm level decision making, 

especially the legally bounded co-determination and two-tier board structure that evolved during 

the 1960s-1970s for most European countries (UK, Australia and the US remained single tier), 

and a shift from single tier to inclusion of non-executive directors or trade union representatives 

in the boards of Scandinavian countries was highly successful in creating dialogues and 

coordinating mechanisms between labour and capital. Most importantly, this created an incentive 

of capital to cooperate with labour and compromise with labour’s needs regarding firm level 

welfare issues (Hacker and Pierson, 2002)24 and also to avoid stagnation of employee wages on 

the benefit of higher profits and dividends. Despite of these macro and firm level labour 

mobilization that flourished in the 1970s – Culpepper (2011) argue that corporate policies such 

as for example corporate take-over acts remains low salience and thus have created leeway for 

                                                           
23 from post-war era where most governments put a substantive effort to rebuild their economy 
24 negotiated through work councils 
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the corporate elites to lobby for take over acts that favor status quo in the UK, US Germany, 

France, the Netherlands and Japan. Callaghan (2013) also argues in the similar lines providing 

evidence through parliamentary debates from the British case. There were quite few 

contestations on British takeover acts since the 1950s.  As Crouch (2013, p. 80) argues, assertive 

social democracies want to keep labour force and liquidity for firms, and also, according to 

Högfeldt (2005, p. 539) economic efficiency do not contradict with egalitarianism in social 

democracies. In contrast to Culpepper (2011), I claim that it was the supply side that enhanced a 

coordination problem between labour and capital, and not the fact that voters lack care for 

corporate policies or that business had a strong lobbying activity in these matters. This argument 

does not support Cioffi and Höpner (2006) and Cioffi (2010) either, as my connection of party 

political strategy and corporate ownership differ quite substantially from their argument. The left 

have in some occasions chosen to keep the status quo favoring the family oligarchs in Europe 

during the post war era and this was not a coincidence but an active economic policy. Further my 

argument differ from (Roe, 2003) because post war social democrats were not necessarily 

adversarial to capital, as he strongly claims. 

The composition of top executive contracts vary substantially across countries. The cash based 

pay such as salary and bonus has existed as long as the corporation has existed. Equity based pay 

is however a more recent practice of pay to managers in both liberal and coordinated market 

economies, though at later stage for small and large coordinated economies. Compensating the 

top manager for risk is an inseparable part of investment strategies. I argue that in market 

economies with longstanding social democratic legacies and high coordination, they accepted 

that some firms shifted towards more equity based pay. Of course, there were high salience in 

some single occurrences in highly egalitarian countries such as the high public outcry of the 

equity pay of the Statoil top manager Norway in 2006. However, because of a large emphasis on 

growth strategies causing the prevailing coordination problem on investment strategies and top 

executive compensation practices, social democracies did not radically innovate regulation or 

cap of equity based pay. Only some countries today have a capital gain taxation that lies between 

.5-1.7 per cent (OECD). Since equity based pay is only something that has occurred in the mid-

2000s in the small and large European market economies together with incremental acceptance 

of foreign investors, though with minimal control, regulation of these pay devices was difficult to 

institutionalize.  
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Cash based pay composed by salary and bonus have been far more extensively regulated via 

taxation. During the golden era of welfare capitalism and compromises between labour and 

capital there was a substantial act on regulating high income earners and to not make earnings 

pay gap too damaging, potentially causing instability, including also making wages of lower and 

middle income earners non-market based. These coordinating mechanisms, including 

progressive taxation, although they have declined severely across all market economies (Piketty 

and Saez, 2006) have been more successful in moderating excessive salary and bonuses. There 

are rarely scandals related to only the fixed part (salary) of the top manager pay. Saliency would 

however vary more with bonus. This is also why we only see (rather modest) regulations on 

bonuses, for instance there have been attempts in Switzerland, and the EU have proposed 

regulation on bankers bonuses and still not on equity based pay. The arguments elaborated above 

stands in contrast to Kelly and Volscho’s (2012) argument on the fact that the decline in trade 

union density, as well as a rise of US conservative governments have contributed to an 

accumulation of the wealth of the top 1 per cent. In this paper, I argue that in some social 

democracies, because of their post war growth strategies, their politics of company ownership 

which favored the wealthy families combined with a goal of increasing investment made an 

institutional lock in and created a path dependency which current political-economic 

arrangements (centralized wage bargaining, trade union density) fail to incorporate in 

coordination mechanisms. 

 

H1: Left governments have a more moderating effect on salary and bonus than equity pay 

H2: High centralization of wage bargaining have a more moderating effect on salary and bonus 

than equity pay 

H3: High density of trade unions have a more moderating effect on salary and bonus than equity 

pay 

H4: High progressive taxation have a more moderating effect on salary and bonus than equity 

H5: Left governments have weak moderating effect on equity based compensation 

H6: High centralization have weak moderating effect on equity based compensation  
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H7: High density of trade unions have weak moderating effect on equity based compensation 

H8: High progressive taxation have weak moderating effect on equity based compensation 

 

 

3.0 Empirical strategy, data and variables 

The hypotheses in the study are drawn from country and individual unit of analyses which 

creates an aggregation problem. Assigning a value to a lower level unit based on the higher level 

unit in which it is nested violates the requirement of independence of observation and bias 

results. The parameter estimates are unbiased but inefficient (variance), and the standard errors 

are negatively biased, which results in spuriously significant effects (Snjiders and Bosker 1999)25 

and thus multilevel regression26 seems appropriate to the data structure and the research goals. 

The dependent variables are standardized contrary to first differentiation which removes cross-

level differences and long term developments. Standardization removes a steadily increase in the 

time dimension. The assumption of the maximum likelihood estimation methods in multilevel 

analysis requires sufficiently large sample size, thus with a small sample size one should 

question the accuracy of the estimates and the associated standard errors. Time dimension is 

included in the fixed part of the model to more accurately reflect the change over time in the 

dependent variable.  

Equation (1) gives a standard multilevel model with random intercept 

Log 0 0ij j ij j j ijY X W                  /    𝐿𝑜𝑔 
𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝑌𝑖𝑗
= 𝛽0𝑗 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼𝑊𝑗 + 𝜇0𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 

 

Top executive pay for individual i in country j is explained by an overall mean (β0). X contains 

variables that summarize individual level characteristics; W contains variables summarizing 

country level features such as institutions. There are also unobserved individual level effects (µ) 

                                                           
25 Removing the higher level variance in single level models with fixed effects implies losing a large amount of information considered as 

important in political science research, as most political science questions usually test effects of context. Single level FE models potentially fail to 

show characteristics of any relation between x and y because it filters out effect of unchanging institutions. 
26 Assumptions underlying the multilevel model are similar to ordinary OLS; linear relationships, homoscedasticity and normal distribution of 

residuals (Wooldridge, 2006). Problems with heteroscedasticity is not accounted for, but modelled in multilevel regression 
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and country effects (ɛ), each assumed to be normally distributed and uncorrelated with X and Z. 

Intercept for a country (β0j + µ0j) will vary randomly dependent on (µ0j), but with a constant 

slope27 Equation (1) also provides the model for the share variables. 

Log 0 0*ij j ij j j j j ijY X W W Z                

  /  𝐿𝑜𝑔 
𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝑌𝑖𝑗
= 𝛽0𝑗 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼𝑊𝑗 + 𝛼𝑊𝑗 ∗ 𝑍𝑗 + 𝜇0𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 

 

Equation (2) shows an interaction term between two tier board system and trade union density. 

Equation (1) shows effects of random intercepts which allows different intercepts across 

countries. Equation (3) relaxes this constrain and allows for various slopes28. Equation (3) shows 

models for both log real compensation and share of compensation to total compensation 

Log 0 0 1ij j ij j j j ij ijY X W W                   

/ 𝐿𝑜𝑔
𝑦𝑖𝑗

𝑌𝑖𝑗
= 𝛽0𝑗 + 𝛽𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛼𝑊𝑗 + 𝜇0𝑗 + 𝜇1𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗 

 

The slope line for country j is (β0+ µ1j). Given that (j =1, 2, 3…n) and if corporatist arrangements 

have a stronger negative effect in country 1 than country 2, an increase in W (trade union density, 

wage bargaining coordination, left and progressive taxation) for both countries have stronger 

effect on country 1 than 2. By allowing random slopes, I am able to test how a one unit increase 

in wage bargaining coordination will have different effects across countries. Because of 

problems with inconsistent reporting of data over time, Spain, Canada, Luxembourg, Ireland and 

Austria are excluded and the sample size ended up with 13 OECD countries29. For all countries 

data are available during 1999-200930.  

Data on executive compensation and company market capitalization are used from BoardEx and 

Capital IQ. It is merged with Capital IQ in order to increase representation at the stock market. 

                                                           
27 The random intercept model assumes that the relationship between y and x is the same 
28 1 j ijW is added and the random effects (µ0j) and (µ1j) follow a normal distribution with zero means, variances (σ2

µ0) and (σ2
µ1), 

and covariance (σµ01) 

29 Australia,  Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United 

States 
30 Further details on the data are presented in the technical (data) appendix. 
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There are different components of executive compensations. In the analysis, the main focus is the 

salary, bonus, and total value of equity pay. All parts vary substantially on their characteristics 

and basis of calculation. While salaries are strongest related to industrial averages, bonus and 

equity based pay have a broader set of determinants such as account based performance and 

stock market performance and fluctuations. The equity based pay measured in the analysis is a 

total value of restricted stocks, stock options and long term incentive plans (LTIP) and all values 

are given between vesting period and expiry date31. The measurement of total value of equity 

held imposes some potential measurement problems as the behavior of equity based pay differs 

substantially from cash compensation because its dependence on stock market fluctuations32. All 

measurement of top executive pay was given in local currency and transformed to international 

US dollars with 2006 as base year. The real values are computed to log terms weighted 

according to the market capitalization of the firm 33.  

Centralization of wage bargaining and trade union density are used from Jelen and Visser data on 

corporatist institutions, left cabinet portfolio from Duane Swank and top marginal income tax 

from the Fraser Institute. Economic and financial variables such as real GDP per capita, 

openness to trade (% of GDP) and investment share of GDP are taken from Penn World Table. 

The total trade as percentage of GDP is from World Development index, and stocks traded as 

percentage of GDP, stock market capitalization and the net inflows of portfolio equity34 are taken 

from the World Bank data. Firm size such as company stock market capitalization is transformed 

to international US dollars, with base year 2006 and log transformed, extracted from BoardEx 

and Capital IQ data. The country characteristics variables are (1) centralized wage bargaining, 

(2) trade union density and (3) left cabinet portfolio and (4) progressive taxation, which are also 

the main variable of interest.  

 

                                                           
31 Equity based compensation used in the majority studies of executive pay for example by using databases such as ExecuComp are granted 

values. This differ from the equity based pay in BoardEx and CapitalIQ as the values are given in the end of fiscal year. Because of this the end of 
year values used in this analysis will be slightly larger than the granted values 
32 Some will also question the appropriateness of measuring ex ante granted value instead of what is actually exercised. Ex post values are more 

important however if the purpose it to test the accuracy of pay and performance. Using data on American firms from Compustat, Kaplan (2012) 

also shows that the gap between granted and exercised value is not substantially large 
33 more technical details is provided in the Technical Appendix 
34Portfolio equity includes net inflows from equity securities other than those recorded as direct investment and including shares, stocks, 

depository receipts (American or global), and direct purchases of shares in local stock markets by foreign investors. The data was originally given 
in current USD, but log transformed for this analysis 
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4.0 Preliminary results 

Table 1 reports sample size and level and structure of compensation across countries.35 The 

summary statistics shows an overall average of 2.7 million Int. US$36. The sample size differ 

across countries. However, a more accurate measurement of representation is the firm market 

value compared to the total stock market capitalization. Table 2a reports the representation of 

firms by country/year totals to country/year total stock market capitalization. Since these are 

aggregated numbers, Germany and UK shows quite high levels (570 % and 548%) of 

representation to total stock market capitalization. Denmark and Norway shows 96 % and 37%, 

and Finland 390%, despite fewer Finnish firms reported. A more accurate measurement is a 

disaggregated value37. Table 2b reports average share of one single company to annual national 

stock market capitalization. Despite more firms reported, the sample of UK and US firms are 

overrepresented by small firms. Finland reports the highest mean; 10.8% of national stock 

market capitalization. The correlation analyses38 shows significant negative correlation between 

all country level institutional variables and all log real components of top executive pay. For the 

share variables, the correlation analysis also shows strong correlation to institutional variables. 

The share variables shows however a positive sign to all cash share to total compensation, while 

for all log real cash compensation institutional variables shows a negative sign. 

 

 [Table 339  Beta coefficients standardized weighted log compensation all components with core 

explanatory variables, Model 1 (RI, no controls), Model 3 (RI), Model 4 (RI), Model 5 (RS)] 

 

From the regression outputs the effect seem to diverge across all institutions and also the effect 

seem to vary across different pay components. Table 5 shows the beta coefficients of all core 

                                                           
35 Table 1, in Appendix 
36 Scholars using the same dataset reports the following averages 1.24 Mn. US$ (Correra et al., 2013), 2 Mn. US$ (Burns et al., 2013), and 4.2 

Mn US$ (Fernandes et al., 2013). There are several reasons for the different averages, such as different country samples, as well as different 
characteristics on firms. Fernandes and coauthors’ sample consist for instance of more larger firms than the small firm sample by Correa and 

coauthors. For this case, I include small, mid and large firms by market capitalization. However, as there is an oversampling of mid and large cap 

firms, I have weighted them according to market capitalization. The values are therefore lower than non-weighted values. This might explain the 
average value that is larger than Correa and coauthors, but smaller than Fernandes and coauthors. 
37 each firms’ market capitalization to annual market capitalization in country n year t 
38 Tables 3 Appendix 
39 Table 5 Appendix 
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variables on log real salary, log real bonus, log real equity pay and log real total compensation. 

Wage bargaining seem to have a positive significant effect on salaries, and negative on the 

variables pay (equity and bonus). The effect of trade union density have a week negative 

significant effect. Trade union density seem to have a strongest impact on bonus. Government 

left partisanship, surprisingly only seem to matter quite weakly (<-1 % effect) on pay, and only 

on salaries. Progressive taxation have a positive weak (<3 % for all) effect for all cash 

components. Finally, the interaction effect have a positive significant effect on the overall 

compensation. For all models effect of centralized wage bargaining does not seem to vary across 

countries. The level 2 variance (context) in general have a higher value than level 1 (individual), 

and suggests that for all log real pay components, differences between contexts have a higher 

explanatory power.  

 

[Table 440 Beta coefficients log share of total compensation with core explanatory variables, 

Model 1 (RI, no controls), Model 3 (RI), Model 4 (RI), Model 5 (RS)] 

 

For the share variables Table 4, the wage bargaining beta coefficients seem to have a positive but 

insignificant effect for salary and equity pay. Wage bargaining seem to have a positive effect on 

the share of bonus to total compensation. Trade union density, contrary to the effects on each 

components individually, have a positive significant effect on the share of each components to 

total cash. It is however only significant for the share of equity to total cash. This means that the 

positive effect of trade union density on salary, bonus and total cash to total compensation at the 

same time decrease other components in the total pay package. Left government partisanship 

seem to only have a significantly weak negative effect on the share variables (less than 1 % for 

all). This changes however for the equity share to total compensation. Progressive taxation have 

a significant negative effect for all shares. Finally, contrary to the effect on the log real pay 

components. The interaction between a two tier board structure and trade union density have a 

strong (-30 %) negative effect on share of salary and share of cash. The effect is also negative for 

bonus, but less than 30 %. For the share of equity based pay to total compensation, the 

                                                           
40 Tables 4 Appendix 
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interaction effect have a positive weak (2.2-2.4 %) effect. For the share variables, the slope of 

wage bargaining does not seem to vary across countries. Similar to the log real pay analyses 

(table 3), the level 2 (country level) variance seem to have a higher explanatory power than the 

individual level. 

 

5.0 Discussion and concluding remarks 

The working hypotheses of the paper is that moderation enhancement of left government 

partisanship, progressive taxation and coordination institutions are weaker than expected because 

of a path dependency of corporate institutions that has failed to innovate new regulation of top 

executive pay. These presumed weak moderation effect have a different impact on the various 

pay component. I argue that coordination mechanisms only have a moderating effect on cash 

components such as salary and bonus. The moderation effect will have a weaker effect on equity 

based pay. The regression results show some support for my propositions elaborated in previous 

sections. Looking at the coefficients of trade union, progressive taxation they have a quite weak 

negative link to pay components of top executive pay. Trade union varies from negative 1 to 5 

per cent. Left have almost no negative effect and progressive taxation have a positive effect on 

the log real regressions but negative effect on the relational. For both log real compensation and 

relational, left have a weak negative effect on all cash based pay, while left  have a weak positive 

effect on equity based compensation. The interaction effect have a negative effect on all 

relational cash, though stronger on salaries (-30%) than bonus (-2.5%), and positive on equity 

based pay. The share variables shows that different coordinating institution have an increasing 

effect on one components while decreasing effect on others. The effect are however more 

ambiguous for the equity share to total compensation. It is not a new discovery that the different 

compensations have different characteristics, however, what is more remarkable is how 

distinctively different coordination institutions affect the components variously.  

The weak negative effect of left, progressive taxation and trade union density is not a sufficient 

evidence on presence of a strong moderating impact on coordination institution. This goes 

against the conventional wisdom on market economies with coordination mechanisms and social 

democratic legacies. It seems my argument especially explain the high levels of pay for countries 
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such as like for Finland and Germany, and the mixed economy France, though with socialist 

government in the 80s and 90s. However, with a presence of both two tier structure and high 

density of trade unions (interaction), coordinating institutions do have a significant and strong 

moderating effect (-30 %).  

The findings conforms to the fact that governments have not dared to regulate equity based pay 

across all countries (although some suggestions have been put forward in the US). In the US, 

salaries is capped with a 1 Mn. US$ limit, although, from the descriptive statistics we see that 

they constitute comparatively the smallest part of total compensation (on average across 10 

years: 20 %). Only soft and indirect regulation such as more transparency are implemented 

across most countries and not direct and hard regulations such as cap and increased capital gain 

tax. In Switzerland there was a bonus referendum but because of a tradition of absent employee 

mobility both national and firm level, elite preferences prevailed in the referendum. In 

contemporary capitalism, there are little institutional innovation on regulating pay. Traditional 

institution does not seem to regulate equity based pay and only quite moderately bonus. There 

are still signs that governments are hesitant in touching manager’s pay, but as the salience has 

increased they are fully aware and try to comply by rhetoric.  
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7.0 Appendix 

 

Figure 1 Total compensation across countries 

 

Note: the average compensations are market capitalization weighted, each bar contains 

information on percentage share of cash based (salary and bonus) compensation to total 

compensation. Compensation data from BoardEx and Capital IQ. All firm sizes included; Small 

cap (< $1 Bn), mid cap (> $1 Bn < $ 4 Bn), large cap (> $4 Bn). All compensation components 

are weighted according to market capitalization. 

 

 

Figure 2a shows that there are more foreign investors in the US and UK and the and the pay 

packages in levels are also higher than some European countries (Germany, Finland, Sweden, 

Italy, Belgium, Norway, the Netherlands, Switzerland, France). Foreign investment inflow in 

European local stock markets (Figure 2b) varies substantially, France have had the highest value 

of inflow, but pay levels are higher in Finland and Switzerland. The pattern is basically the same 
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regarding institutional investors (not single persons). There are more institutional investors in the 

New York and London stock market (Figure 3a) and Figure 3b reveal more closely the 

differences across Europe. There are less institutional investors in Norway, Belgium, Sweden 

and Denmark and the average CEO pay compensation is also lower. Among the Nordic countries 

Finland sticks out in levels of pay, but do not necessarily have significantly higher levels of 

inflow of institutional investors’ assets. 

 

Figure 2a Cap weighted average CEO compensations and average value of foreign investors 

 

 

(Figure 2a: All firm sizes included; Small cap (< $1 Bn), mid cap (> $1 Bn < $ 4 Bn), large cap 

(> $4 Bn). All compensation components are weighted according to market capitalization.) 
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Figure 2b Cap weighted average CEO compensations and average value of foreign investors, 

excluding US 

 

 (Figure 2b: All firm sizes included; Small cap (< $1 Bn), mid cap (> $1 Bn < $ 4 Bn), large cap 

(> $4 Bn). All compensation components are weighted according to market capitalization.) 
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Figure 3a Cap weighted average CEO compensations and average value of institutional 

investors’ assets 

 

(Figure 3a: All firm sizes included; Small cap (< $1 Bn), mid cap (> $1 Bn < $ 4 Bn), large cap 

(> $4 Bn). All compensation components are weighted according to market capitalization.) 
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Figure 3b Cap weighted average CEO compensations and average value of institutional 

investors’ assets, excluding the US 
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Table 1 Sample size, level and structure of top executive compensation across countries 

 

 

Mean 

compensation, 

000 Int. US$     

Mean 

composition, 

%    

 N Mean Median p99 Max Salary Bonus Cash Equity 

AU 27 25 10 187 187 60 25 63 78 

BL 230 176 29 2324 3382 77 30 86 72 

DM 220 22 3 382 477 58 11 62 77 

FL 382 1695 74 40526 52832 53 15 55 73 

FR 2290 1355 150 19944 36526 55 22 64 66 

GM 1803 1017 92 14089 87877 56 47 88 67 

IT 922 1335 194 21335 55922 63 34 71 67 

NT 1149 875 171 13988 39234 57 17 65 67 

NO 482 63 0.58 876 7734 47 15.5 48 86 

SW 1200 61 3 1158 11334 41 15 45 70 

SZ 549 1700 147 22380 35405 46 20 51 81 

UK 10805 3052 613 37465 87178 36 12 413 77 

US 18723 3356 1393 22189 32298 15 0.9 204 90 

Total 38782 2700 652 24933 87877         

Data: CapitalIQ, BoardEX 

 

Table 2a Market capitalization across countries 

  

Share of total 

firm market 

capitalization 

Companies 

with given 

values of 

market 

capitalization 

Managers 

AU 153 1608 2755 

BL 220 712 991 

DM 96 510 669 

FL 390 463 499 

FR 302 2919 3995 

GM 570 3829 5413 

IT 356 1284 1747 

NT 335 1460 2451 

NO 37 656 1038 

SW 65 1316 2072 

SZ 336 1226 1811 

UK 548 11770 23976 

US 213 41533 58664 

SUM   69286 106081 

Data: CapitalIQ, BoardEX, OECD 
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Table 2b Share of company market capitalization to total stock market capitalization (mean, 

median, p99, max) 

  Mean Median p99 Max 

AU 0.8% 0.1% 11.9% 38.1% 

BL 3.1% 0.4% 29.0% 47.7% 

DM 1.8% 0.5% 18.1% 20.1% 

FL 10.8% 3.8% 130.9% 160.9% 

FR 1.0% 0.1% 12.0% 24.7% 

GM 1.6% 0.3% 15.7% 24.7% 

IT 3.1% 1.1% 31.9% 73.1% 

NT 2.5% 0.5% 24.8% 31.9% 

NO 0.5% 0.7% 6.7% 9.6% 

SW 0.5% 0.0% 17.5% 23.8% 

SZ 2.8% 0.4% 28.3% 35.0% 

UK 0.5% 0.0% 13.1% 27.0% 

US 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 7.5% 

Data: CapitalIQ, BoardEX, OECD 
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Table 3 Correlation table log real compensation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 
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Std. log real salary 1

Std. log real bonus .662* 1

Std. log real cash .963* .901* 1

Std. log real equity .529* .463* .554* 1

Std. log real total comp. .301* .321* .331* .554* 1

Company market cap .387* .541* .417* .418* .294* 1

Indep. director (-).339* (-).108* (-).424* (-).356 (-).188 (-).043 1

Two tier board (-).122* (-).090* (-).085* (-).132* (-).120 .165* (-).040* 1

Wage bargaining (-).291* (-).163* (-).262* (-).354* (-).199* .167* (-).020* .708* 1

Trade union (-).383* (-).312* (-).385* (-).474* (-).232* (-).068* 0.059 .125* .474* 1

Left (-).153 (-).230* (-).192* (-).361* (-).255* (-).039* 0.044 .194* .191* .607* 1

Prog. Taxation (-).323* (-).190* (-).294* (-).273* (-).112* .111* (-).024* .426* .681* .489* 0.002 1

Stocks to GDP .171* .067* .135* .180* .130* (-).196* .007* (-).322* (-).503* (-).330* (-).394* (-).388* 1

Market cap to GDP .129* .068* .104* .181* .115* (-).003 .052* (-).430* (-).549* (-).192* (-).043* .350* .121* 1

CEO .252* (-).082* .248* .082* (-).024* (-).073* .268* (-).121* (-).121* .056* .079* (-).089* .060* .070* 1

CEO-Chairman .332* .241* .352* .352* .299* .047* (-).222* (-).087* (-).155* (-).260* (-).291* (-).057* 0.118* .041* (-).321* 1

GDP per capita .088* .171* .105* .302* .249* (-).198 .012* (-).303* (-).408* (-).497* (-).759* (-).362* .574* .168* 0.004 .218* 1

Total trade (-).266* (-).214* (-).266* (-).426* (-).275* .111* .038* .557* .763* .651* .527* .550* (-).401* (-).213* (-).025* (-).240* (-).577* 1

Openness (-).267* (-).215* (-).270* (-).425* (-).273* .119* .037* .556* .767* .658* .506* .560* (-).415* (-).214* (-).027* .237* (-).570* .996* 1

Gov. invest. .038* .174* .069* .239* .185* .076* .020* (-).119 .065* (-).331* (-).782* .120* (-).044* .127* (-).062* .116* .461* (-).217* (-).190* 1
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Table 4 Correlation table share of compensation to total compensation 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 
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Sal/tot. comp. 1

Bon/tot. comp. .755* 1

Cash/tot. comp. .965* .903* 1

Eq/tot. comp. (-).614* (-).521* (-).607* 1

Company market cap (-).121* .124* (-).048* .056* 1

Indep. director .180* .042* .112* (-).108* (-).043* 1

Two tier board .234* .335* .263* (-).126* .165* (-).041 1

Wage bargaining .336* .378* .335* (-).224* .167* (-).020* .708* 1

Trade union .243* .158* .203* (-).177* (-).068* .059* .125* .474* 1

Left .304* .194* .262* (-).177* (-).039* .044* .194* .191* .607* 1

Prog. Taxation .190* .196* .180* (-).172* .111* (-).024* .426* .681* .489* .002* 1

Stocks to GDP (-).243* (-).271* (-).266* .167* (-).198* .007* (-).322* (-).503* (-).330* (-).394* (-).388* 1

Market cap to GDP (-).226* (-).319* (-).238* .088* (-).003* .052* (-).430* (-).549* (-).192* (-).043* (-).350* 0.123 1

CEO (-).026* (-).017* 0 (-).0 (-).073* (-).268* (-0.123* (-).121* .056* .079* (-).089* .060* .070* 1

CEO-Chairman (-).223* (-).116* (-).171* .107* .047* (-).222 (-).087* (-).155* (-).260* (-).291* (-).057* .118* .041* (-).321* 1

GDP per capita (-).408* (-).350* (-).397* .262* (-).198* .012* (-).303* (-).408* (-).497* (-).759* (-).362* .574* .168* .004* .218* 1

Total trade .400* .342* .376* (-).241* 0.111 .038* .557* .763* .651* .527* .550* (-).401* (-).213* (-).025* (-).240* (-).577* 1

Openness .397* .344* .375* (-).242* .119* .037* .556* .767* .658* .506* .560* (-).415* (-).214* (-).027* (-).237* (-).570* .996* 1

Gov. invest. (-).222* (-).173* (-).200* .076* .076* .020* (-).119* .065* (-).331* (-).782* .120* (-).044* .127* (-).062* .116* .461* (-).217* (-).190* 1
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Table 5 Beta coefficients standardized weighted log compensation all components with core explanatory variables, Model 1 (RI, no 

controls), Model 3 (RI), Model 4 (RI), Model 5 (RS) 

 

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 

 

 

 

 

ycompensation 
Centr. of 

WB (%) 

Trade union 

density(%) Left (%) 

Progr. 

tax.(%) 

Two 

tier*trade 

u. (%) 

RS 

WB 

Level 1 

variance 

(%) 

Level 2 

variance 

(%) n/N 

Log std. real salary (RI) (no controls) 17** 2.1** (-)0.05* (-)0.0   19 83 13/24220 

Log std. real salary (RI) 14** (-)1.5* (-)0.1*** 1.6***   17.6 82 13/24220 

Log std. real salary (RI) 14** (-)1.4 (-)1*** 1.6*** (-)0.07  17.6 82 13/24220 

Log std. real salary (RS) 17.4 (-)2.6*** (-)0.1*** 1.7*** (-)0.03 18 29 70.5 13/24220 

            

Log std. real bonus (RI) (no controls) (-)16 9*** (-)0.02 (-)2.8   6.2 93 13/12563 

Log std. real bonus (RI) (-)1 (-)3.6*** 0.1 2.6**   29.8 70 13/12563 

Log std. real bonus (RI) 2.7 (-)4.1* (-)0.1 2.6** 3.9  21.6 78 13/12563 

Log std. real bonus (RS) 2.7 (-)4.1** (-)0.0 2.6** 3.9 0 21.6 78 13/12563 

            

Log std. real equity (RI) (no controls) 3.3 (-)2.6*** 0 0.02   65.4 34.5 13/20659 

Log std. real equity (RI) (-)5.5 (-)2*** 0 0.01   61.7 38 13/20659 

Log std. real equity (RI) (-)5.7 (-)1.9** 0 0 (-)0.00  62 38 13/20659 

Log std. real equity (RS) (-)1.9 (-)2.1** 0 0 (-)0 2.2 68 32 13/20659 

            

Log std. real total comp. (RI) (no 

controls) 11* (-)4*** (-)0 1***   50 50 13/25894 

Log std. real total comp. (RI) (-)6.4 (-)3.8*** 0 1.4**   36.8 63 13/25894 

Log std. real total comp. (RI) (-)5.4 (-)5.1*** 0 1.4** 5**  30 69.6 13/25894 

Log std. real total comp. (RS) (-)0.09 (-)5.5*** 0 1.5*** 5.3** 3 28.4 71 13/25895 
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Table 6 Beta coefficients log share of total compensation with core explanatory variables, Model 1 (RI, no controls), Model 3 (RI), 

Model 4 (RI), Model 5 (RS) 

 

 

ycompensation 
Centr. of 

WB (%) 

Trade union 

density(%) Left (%) 

Progr. 

tax.(%) 

Two 

tier*trade u. 

(%) RS WB 

Level 1 

variance 

(%) 

Level 2 

variance 

(%) n/N 

Log (Salary/total comp.) (RI) (no 

controls) 4.3 3** (-)0.0 (-)3.4***   66.5 33.4 13/24211 

Log (Salary/total comp.) (RI) 22 4.7* (-)0.3*** (-)3*   40 71 13/24211 

Log (Salary/total comp.) (RI) 16 13*** (-)0.4* (-)0* (-)30***  10 89 13/24211 

Log (Salary/total comp.) (RS) 16 13*** (-)0.4* (-)1*** (-)30*** 0 10 89 13/24211 

            

Log (Bonus/total comp.) (RI) (no 

controls) 19 1.3 (-)0.01 (-)5.8***   74 26 13/12563 

Log (Bonus/total comp.) (RI) (-)43 4.9* (-)0.3*** (-).6.1***   27 72 13/12563 

Log (Bonus/total comp.) (RI) (-)59* 8.3*** (-)0.3** (-).5.8*** (-)13***  29 70 13/12563 

Log (Bonus/total comp.) (RS) (-)14*** 1.8*** (-)0.2*** (-).012*** (-)2.5*** 0 29 70 13/12563 

            

Log (Cash/ total comp.) (RI) (no 

controls) (-)12.7 20*** (-).0.2*** 6***   6 94 13/24236 

Log (Cash/ total comp.) (RI) 13 4.4* (-)0.3** (-)2.3*   10 89 13/24236 

Log (Cash/ total comp.) (RI) 5.7 16*** (-)0.2*** (-)2.9*** (-)30***  10 89 13/24236 

Log (Cash/ total comp.) (RS) 5.7 16*** (-)0.2*** (-)2.9*** (-)30*** 0 10 89 13/24236 

            

Log (Equity/total comp.) (RI) (no 

controls) 1.8 (-)0.02 0.1*** 0.06**   81.5 18.4 13/20716 

Log (Equity/total comp.) (RI) 4.2 0.04* 0.1*** (-)0.05   91 8.9 13/20716 

Log (Equity/total comp.) (RI) 9.2* (-)0.01 0.1*** (-)0.07* 2.2***  90 9.6 13/20716 

Log (Equity/total comp.) (RS) 14 0.05 0.1*** (-)0.03 24*** 13 3.4 96 13/20716 
*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 
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7.2 Technical appendix 

 

The data provided in the analysis is mainly from BoardEx and merged with Capital IQ data. The 

dataset constructed for the analysis required at least 100 national observation and thus arrived at 

18 OECD countries41, spans over a ten year period from 1999 – 2009 and consists of firm and 

individual (manager role) level information across ten sectors. Both company financials and 

compensations were reported in local currencies42. To compare monetary amounts across 

countries and over time, they are converted from local currencies to international dollars. 

Constant purchasing power parity (PPP) data with 2006 as base year from Penn World Table 

(https://pwt.sas.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt71/pwt71_retrieve.php) and the OECD 

(http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/purchasing-power-parities-for-gdp_2074384x-table11) 

is used to convert to international dollars.  

All compensation data have a higher average than median thus positively skewed, therefore all 

components are log transformed. The compensation data is given in 5 components; salary, bonus, 

total cash compensation (salary plus bonus), and value of total equity wealth. The value of total 

equity wealth is composed by stock options, restricted stocks and long term incentive plans 

(LTIP), and also here the value if reported between vesting date and expiry date. Calculation of  

equity share is based on Black Sholes price calculation. 

Compensation data is given at manager level, providing 815 different reported manager positions 

within the sample. These manager positions were coded into four categories; CEO, 

CEO/Chairman, Chairman, Vice Chairman and CFO. Across all components of executive 

compensations CEO and CEO/Chairman positions had higher levels of pay followed by 

Chairman, Vice President and CFO. Despite some differences on the levels between the CEOs 

on one side and lower level executives on the other. Financial indicators such as market 

capitalization, return of assets and firm revenue are all reported in local currencies and also 

converted to international dollars.  

                                                           
41 Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Rep. of Ireland, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, US. 
42 AUD – Australian Dollars, BRL – Brazilian Real, CAD – Canadian Dollars, CHF – Swiss Franc, DKK – Danish Kroner, EUR – Euros, GBP – 

British Pounds, INR – Indian Rupee, JPY – Japanese Yen, MYR – Malaysian Ringit, NOK – Norwegian Kroner, PLN – Polish Zloty, SEK – 
Swedish Kroner, SGD – Singaporean Dollars, USD – American Dollars  

https://pwt.sas.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt71/pwt71_retrieve.php
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/purchasing-power-parities-for-gdp_2074384x-table11
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The dataset is merged with Visser (2009) data on centralized wage bargaining and trade union 

density, Swank (2008) on share of left seats in cabinet, Fraser Institute, Gwartney and Lawson 

(2006) on top marginal tax rate, World Bank on stock market capitalization and stocks traded, 

Penn World table Heston et al (2009, version 7.0) on Real GDP per capita, Investment share of 

GDP and openness to trade, and finally World Development Index on total trade of GDP. 

There are several problems with cross-country comparison of top executive compensations. Both 

listed and non-listed firms are highly heterogeneous across countries. There are many 

determinants of compensation contracts of top managers across countries which are at a 

contextual level difficult to observe and methodologically difficult to control for. A positive 

correlation between firm size and pay are the most robust findings in the research of top 

executive compensation. Firm size in general is a strong determinants of many of the various 

parameters across firms. This is however only a structural indicator and do not tell us how and 

why. Firm size can also be measure by number of employee, sales, revenue and market 

capitalization. Xavier (2012) have empirical evidence that market cap is the strongest 

determinant of executive compensation. Data on market cap is also more easily available as well 

as more dynamic and updated. The drawbacks of market capitalization is that companies can 

easily be over and undervalued by investors.  

Datasets on firm level information cause huge problems with cross-country comparison and 

regression analysis. The population is usually unknown or hard to measure adequately. For 

instance, most stock markets have do not have longitudinal data on number of firms. One can 

however extract information from the national or regional firm registry. These lists however are 

a mix of listed and non-listed firms which varies substantially in characteristics and operation. 

World Bank provides data from 2005 information on listed domestic firms, this is a problem as 

there are increasing cross-listings in European stock markets (underreporting of foreign 

companies). Firm nationality have potentially impact on operation and outcome as institutions of 

home country potentially affect firm level operation. Ignoring the firm nationality potentially 

ignore important information. 

Number of firms is a potentially inadequate measurement of representation as there can be a 

small numbers of firms listed at the stock market who represent a significant share of total stock 
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market capitalization, as for example the Dutch case. There are a few large public corporations 

who represents 60 percent of total market capitalization. 

My weights are calculated based on the following. Each company market cap are divided by 

overall stock market performance 

 

Share of each company to total stock market capitalization for each year and share of each 

company market capitalization to total country stock market capitalization 1999-2009. These are 

not the same. The former measures company market capitalization to an annual stock market 

capitalization for each country. The latter measure the company stock market capitalization to 

total stock market capitalization for each country. Equation (1) shows the weights applied to 

each components of pay, as well as total pay. 

 (1) 

w = 

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑛1𝑡1
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑛1𝑡1

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑛1𝑡1
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑛1𝑡1+2..++𝑡9

 

 

where n = countries, t = year
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